Japan - Shipping Conditions for Online Quotation Tool
-

All business transactions are in accordance with our standard conditions.
Rates are based on current tariffs and may change with/without any notices.
Your shipment can be insured by our cooperative insurance
company at an attractive
premium. We recommend you to insure your cargo in case of an accident during transportation.
Above quotation is not applicable for cargo containing dangerous cargo, dry ice cargo, over-sized
cargo and cargo requiring for special handling.
Freight charges are calculated by actual weight or volume weight, whichever is higher.
Pick Up/Delivery "Free on Truck" basis.
Consolidation truck limitation for delivery: up to chargeable weight 500 kg, 2 pallets, 180 cm in
length and 160 cm in height.
Any special handling occurred other than above items, will be charged "at cost".
Rates exclude duties, taxes,VAT and Storage. Duties, taxes,VAT and Storage will be charged
based on local regulation separately.
Unless separately agreed in writing in respect of DGF’s special legal responsibilities, DGF shall
not be liable for any consequences of a deviation from any temperature control requests made
by Customer relating to its provision of transportation services.
Above quotation does not include 10% JP Consumption Tax.
When ordering, to DHL Global Forwarding Japan K.K.("DGF"), based on these Quotations, any of
its service(s) such as international air and/or ocean transportation, and any related services,
including inland transportation and customs clearances (the “Services”), the Customer is taken
to have agreed, on its behalf and on behalf of anyone else with an interest in the shipment, that
the Services are provided according to DGF’s standard trading terms, as referred to below
(overall, the “Standard Trading Terms”), from the time that DGF accepts the order for the
Services. The Standard Trading Terms are comprised of (a) conditions of carriage in the Danmar
Lines Limited bill of lading and sea waybill and the DGF house air waybill, which DGF may update
from time to time (the "DGF Transport Document"); and (b) Japan International Freight
Forwarders Association Inc (JIFFA)’s Freight Forwarders Standard Trading Conditions (2010)
(the "DGF Conditions"). Copies of current version of the documents are available at DGF website
(http://www.dhl.co.jp/ja/logistics/customer_resource_area/terms_and_conditions.html). Where
a DGF Transport Document is issued, the terms and conditions contained or evidenced in such
DGF Transport Document shall, in so far as these are inconsistent with the DGF Conditions,
govern the Services in respect of which the DGF Transport Document is issued. To the extent the
Services are not covered by any DGF Transport Document (including a situation where a
standalone domestic transportation service is being provided), the DGF Conditions shall apply.

* Customs Clearance *
<Export>
JPY 5,000 for FOB declared value equal or over JPY 201,000
JPY 4,200 for FOB declared value below JPY 201,000
First entry sheet includes 3HTS lines.
Same amount to add up per 5HTS lines from second entry onwards.
<Import>
JPY 11,000 for CIF declared value equal or over JPY 201,000
JPY 8,600 for CIF declared value below JPY 201,000
First entry sheet includes 2HTS lines.
Same amount to add up per 4HTS lines from second entry onwards.
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